• You can have as much security as you want -What are you willing to give up to get it? • Security always involves trade-offs -If no airplanes flew, 9/11 couldn't have happened -Gated communities offer more security but less privacy • We make decisions every day about these trade-offs • To do it thoughtfully, we must understand:
-How security works -The threats and risks -The costs
Is the Trade-Off Worth It?
• When faced with a security countermeasure, you have to figure out two different things: -Is the security countermeasure effective in mitigating your personal risk? -Are the problems and trade-offs caused by the security countermeasure worth the additional security? • You are constantly making that decision • Sometimes the decision is made for you by others
• I want to formalize that decision process 4 INTELLIGENT ALERT. INSTANT RESPONSE. IMMEDIATE DEFENSE.
Five
Step Evaluation Process 
Security and Agenda
• Every security decision affects multiple players, and the party who gets to make the decision will make one that's beneficial to him • Every player has his own unique perspective, his own trade-offs, and his own risk analysis • This drives everything about security • You have to evaluate security opinions based on the positions of the players • Often security decisions are made for non-security reasons • The major security issues have nothing to do with security technology
